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*203* Abstract

This contribution discusses the thorny issue of the rationale of the exclusion from patentability of medical treatment methods and the patentability of medical indications. This quest is the consequence of our earlier findings that medical indication patents present a real life risk for many players in the medical chain, i.e. the generic manufacturer, the clinician and the pharmacist of patent infringement (see to that effect our contribution at [2016] I.P.Q., 151). We come to the conclusion that the rationale for the exclusion from patentability of medical treatment methods is not very clear and can be interpreted very broadly. It has changed over time but seems now to be based on a rather wide socio-ethical rationale, aiming at protecting healthcare, which, even if justified, seems to be so broad that not only medical treatment methods but also the very patentability of pharmaceutical products can be subsumed under it. We also conclude that the rationale for allowing medical indication patents is equally not very clear, and their allowability was most definitely not a "love at first sight" affair with the legislature. It is submitted that certain medical indication patents sit very close to the activities of clinicians, which makes the argument that medical indication patents do not directly touch the physician not always correct. It is argued that, looking at the historical rationale of both the exclusion from patent protection of medical treatment methods and the patentability of medical indication inventions, there is some force in arguing that medical indication patents are not desirable. We formulate a number of possible solutions. It is argued that abolishing the exclusion from patentability of medical treatment methods, even though feasible if accompanied by the introduction of a therapeutic freedom exemption, is in view of the historical rationale of the exclusion, at least in EPC territories, not very likely to find support. It is further also argued that abolishing medical indication patents could be such a drastic action that it might come at the detriment of at least some genuine innovation in medicinal research, and would require further reflection.

Introduction

In an earlier contribution in this Journal, 1 we provided a very detailed analysis of the legal technical mechanics of second medical indication claims, of how they can be protected and are being enforced, and of the problems which such enforcement may present to the affordability of healthcare, and we presented a number of solution to mitigate the (potential) risks which such enforcement may present for all players 204 in the healthcare system, i.e. the physician, the pharmacist, the generic drug manufacturer and, where applicable, also the generic drug distributor or wholesaler.

Indeed, we established that the legal system of medical indication claims can lead to results which are not necessarily in the best interests of society. In particular, we established that in the case of off-label use, all players in the healthcare system run a credible risk of infringing medical indication patents. For the generic manufacturer, this could even be
the case despite a carved-out market authorisation according to which the generic drug so authorised is not put on the market for a patented medical indication. The case law seems to suggest that as long as such a generic manufacturer knows that the drugs he supplies will be used in the treatment of a patented medical indication, infringement seems to have been established. As any generic drug manufacturer knows that there is always off-label use by physicians and/or pharmacists, such seems sufficient to trigger a liability claim. The physician prescribing a generic drug off-label, i.e. for a patented medical indication for which the generic drug has not been authorised, equally runs the risk of infringement liability, as is also the pharmacist dispensing generic drugs for patented medical indications. I refer to my contribution in issue 2 for a detailed analysis.

We have on that occasion also provided a number of possible solutions. Some of those suggested the abolition of second medical indication claims and/or the abolition of the exclusion of medical treatment methods from patentability. I again refer to the previous issue of this Journal for more details.

And this brings us then to another thorny issue in patent law. Indeed, under art.53(c) EPC 2000, "methods for treatment of the human or animal body by surgery or therapy and diagnostic methods practised on the human or animal body" are excluded from patentability. The rationale for this exclusion was that it was deemed unethical to see physicians limited in their daily practice by patents. As has been demonstrated in my contribution in the previous issue of this Journal, and as I will establish also in the present contribution, certain medical indication patents can sit very close to medical treatment methods. This is in particular the case for dosage regimes.

The aim of the present contribution is then also to evaluate what historically the rationale has been for excluding medical treatment methods, what has been the rationale for allowing medical indication patents, how the two coexist, whether there are reasons to assume that certain medical indication patents are in fact nothing more than a legal "trick" to avoid falling under the exclusion of medical treatment methods, and, if the answer to the latter question is positive, whether that requires reform, also in view of the genuine infringement risks for all players in the medical chain relating to medical indication patents.

It will be demonstrated that the historical rationale for excluding medical treatment methods from patentability is not very clear and has changed over time. A rather wide socio-ethical rationale, aiming at protecting healthcare, even if justified, seems to be so broad that not only medical treatment methods but also the very patentability of pharmaceutical products can be subsumed under it. The rationale for allowing medical indication patents is equally not very clear, which is not surprising, as the legislature was also in this respect very concerned about the clinician’s freedom of activity, and at least to some it seemed that medical indication patents could interfere with that. However, a successful campaign by the pharmaceutical industry convinced the legislature that incentivising innovation in already existing molecules deserved patent protection.

It is submitted that certain medical indication patents sit very close to the activities of clinicians, which indicates that the argument that medical indication patents do not directly touch the physician is not always correct. It will be argued that, looking at the historical rationale of both the exclusion from patent protection of medical treatment methods and the patentability of medical indication inventions, there is some force in arguing that medical indication patents are not desirable. However, it is also argued that such a drastic action might come at the detriment of at least some genuine innovation in medicinal research, and would require further reflection. It is finally argued that abolishing the exclusion from patentability of medical treatment methods, even though feasible if accompanied by the introduction of a therapeutic freedom exemption, is in view of the historical rationale of the exclusion at least in EPC territories not very likely to find support.

Exclusion of medical treatment methods from patentability
Historical evolution

Medical treatment methods have been excluded from patentability for quite a while, at least in Europe. This section will analyse more in depth the historical background and rationale of that exclusion. The rationale for the non-patentability of medical treatment methods has seen a rather confusing history, and over the years, legislatures have grappled with defining the exact reason why such methods should not be patentable. That alone gives some reason for concern, as a changing rationale for having such exclusion could be evidence that there is in fact not a good reason to exclude such methods at all. This somewhat confusing history has been demonstrated not only at the level of the EPC, but also at the national level, where similar changing reasons for excluding those methods have been advocated over the years.

It could be said that the goal has always been to guarantee the therapeutic freedom of the physician. There was a desire to guarantee access to medical procedures and therapies for the physician. However, the route towards this goal has been quite a bumpy one. The present rationale of the exclusion seems to be inspired by socio-ethical and public health policy considerations.

It is seen as ethically responsible and in the interest of public health to have no patent protection for such methods. Or, as the Australian Federal Court said in the Bristol Myers Squibb Co v F H Faulding case,

"the opponents to the grant of a monopoly in respect of medical and surgical processes raise objections that can be put into two broad groups: (i) the adverse effects on the provision of medical care; and (ii) the adverse effects on medical progress and education. In addition there is the related ‘ethical’ question whether a medical practitioner (medical and surgical processes are usually invented by a medical practitioner) should be entitled to patent her invention consistent with her obligation to provide medical services to humanity. Perhaps the most powerful argument against patenting is the idea that a patient may be denied medical treatment that she needs. It is certainly the most emotive of the arguments. It presumes that a medical practitioner may be unable to obtain the right to use a particular process, or may not be able to do so within due time, and therefore will be unwilling to undertake the process on her patients for fear of legal action. It is also said that the traditional commitment of medical practitioners to develop, share and disseminate new knowledge will be repressed. That is to say, the medical practitioner who is seeking to discover a new medical or surgical process will deliberately withhold new medical knowledge from her colleagues so as to protect her discovery and enhance her ability to obtain patent protection for financial reward. Another aspect of this argument is the potential conflict of interest which could arise when a medical practitioner has an economic interest in a patent: a conflict that might result in the practitioner not acting in the best interests of her patient. A further aspect of this argument is the suggestion that the existence of a patent is a disincentive to further invention."  

The travaux préparatoires of the EPC 2000 provide a more explicit socio-ethical rationale for the present-day exclusion. The exclusion was moved to art.53 EPC, which deals with exclusions from patentability, whereas it was under the EPC 1973 to be found in art.52(4), with a rationale that such inventions lacked industrial applicability:

"The exclusion of methods of treatment and diagnostic methods currently referred to in Article 52(4) EPC has been added to the two exceptions to patentability which appear at present in Article 53(a) and (b) EPC. While these surgical or therapeutic methods constitute inventions, they have been excluded from patentability by the fiction of their lack of industrial applicability. It is undesirable to uphold this fiction since methods of treatment and diagnostic methods are excluded from patentability in the interests of public health. It is therefore preferable to include these inventions in the exceptions to patentability in order to group the three categories of exceptions to patentability together in article 53(a), (b) and (c) EPC."
Historically, however, the reason for excluding medical treatment methods from patentability was not inspired by ethical or societal reasons, but by more technical legal arguments. The travaux préparatoires of the EPC 1973 say expressly that there was some trepidation in changing existing practices in Member States, where, at least in some, medical treatment methods were already excluded from patentability. For quite a few years, the exclusion from patentability of medical treatment methods was in draft texts to be found in the general provision of what is now art.52 (then art.9) dealing with subject-matter which does not constitute patentable subject-matter. In 1973, and without much if any clarification, the addition was made in the draft text that such medical treatment methods were deemed not industrially applicable, thus laying down a rationale that such inventions are in principle patentable subject-matter, but are excluded as not being industrially applicable, probably influenced by practices in some of the Member States, about which more further. In conclusion, the travaux préparatoires of the EPC 1973 do not inform us much as to the rationale of the exclusion of medical treatment methods from patentability, apart from the fact that such exclusion seemed to have been largely inspired by future Member State national practice from which the drafters of the EPC did not want to deviate much.

That brings us then to look for the rationale in national practice. In Germany, the legislature cast the exclusion into the Patent Act only in 1976. The first decision dealing with the issue can be found in the so-called Badewasser decision of the Appeal Division of the German Imperial Patent Office in 1904. The reasoning behind the refusal to grant the patent was that it was not industrially applicable. This rationale was used for quite some time in the subsequent case law. In the post-war case law, socio-ethical arguments started to gain influence, in both the case law and the literature. In the seminal Glatzenoperation case of 1967, the German Federal Supreme Court set the standard. In a case relating to a medical treatment for baldness, the court held that the industrial application requirement was not fulfilled, as the medical profession was not a trade. There are socio-ethical reasons why the medical profession is not considered to be a trade, as a physician should not be influenced by business considerations in treating patients. Public health together with the objective of the medical profession to treat patients constitute the socio-ethical ground for considering medical treatments to lack industrial application. That decision did not "stand in the way of allowing a use claim for a substance which serves to treat a disease. The use of a substance for the treatment of a disease, utilizing the healing effect of the substance, ensues not exclusively through the application or prescription of the drug by a physician. It ordinarily also encompasses a number of transactions which do not, like the medical activity, lie outside the scope of commercial use, such as the formulation and preparation of drugs, their dosage and their end-use packaging. All these transactions which precede medical application are encompassed in the use claim applied for". 

In the UK, prior to the UK Patents Act 1977, there was no statutory provision excluding medical treatments. Case law invoked s.6 of the Statute of Monopolies to conclude that medical treatment methods are no “manner of new manufacture” and can hence not be patentable. In the seminal In the Matter of C and W’s Application case, it was held in this connection that "what is meant by ‘new manufactures’ is something associated with the manufacture or sale of commercial products as I think is made clear by the latter words of Section 6, which say, ‘so’ as also they be not contrary to the law nor mischievous to the State, by raising ‘prices of commodities at home’ or hurt of trade, or generally inconvenient’. I think, therefore, we must start with the assumption that an invention within the meaning of the Patents Act 1907, is an invention for a manner of new manufacture that is in some way associated with commerce and trade. It is quite plain that that does not merely mean that it must be a product. A manner of new manufacture may be a thing newly made, or a substance which, if made before, is improved in its manufacture; or, quite apart from that, it may be a machine or a process that can be used in making something that is, or may be, of commercial value. If I am right in that view, the question which I have to consider is whether the process described in the present Specification is something to be used in the making of an object that is or may be of commercial value or is a process adapted to that end. I find it difficult to see that it is. It
is in fact a process by which certain well-known electrical apparatus is to be applied for the purpose of extracting lead from living objects. Further, I think, on a true reading of the Specification, those living objects are meant to be human beings. So far as human beings are concerned, it cannot be suggested that the extraction of lead from their bodies is a process employed in any form of manufacture or of trade, though the human being may be a better working organism when the lead is extracted". 17

This basis for excluding medical treatment methods was over time put in doubt. 18

In Schering AG’s Application, the court held that:

"It is no doubt sensible that a person who is able to produce a substance which, for example, would cure or prevent cancer should, subject to safeguards, be offered a limited monopoly as a reward, and the possibility of such monopoly protection has undoubtedly resulted in an enormous investment in research in the medical field. If this position is accepted, it is a little difficult to see why someone who by research effort devises a new method of using a known substance to achieve equally beneficial results should be denied patent protection." 19

This seems to suggest clearly that Whitford J was not a proponent of the exclusion of medical treatment methods from patentability, and felt that it was somewhat illogical to conclude such an exclusion, which he also explicitly said:

"Although it is difficult to see any logical justification for the practice in relation to processes for medical treatment, if the object of the system is in truth to give hope of a reward to people whose research and industry results in valuable products or processes, it does appear that in 1919 and again in 1949 Parliament must have proceeded upon the assumption that patents for processes of medical treatment as such were not within the contemplation of the statute." 20

However, he confirmed the practice established since the C. & W.’s Application decision, but added that

"in the circumstances of today, when it must be recognised that research on an ever-increasing scale at great cost may be, and often is, necessary if certain problems in the field of medical treatment are to be overcome, it may well be desirable that the legislature should review the question as to whether applications for patents for medical treatment generally or to some less, and, if so, to what, extent should be permitted. An opportunity to do this will arise in the near future if and when the Banks Committee report is implemented. On a consideration of the terms of the statute as it now stands, it does, however, seem that claims to processes for medical treatment must be considered as being excluded from the scope of the Act and the practice of the office. Whatever, therefore, the origin of the exclusion may be, in so far it relates to processes for the medical treatment of human beings to cure or prevent disease, it must be considered sound". 21

Whitford J further also referred to the Australian NRDC case, where the High Court of Australia had held that:

"It is not of course possible to treat such a statement as conclusive of the question. The need for qualification must be confessed, even if only in order to put aside, as they apparently must be put aside, processes for treating diseases of the human body." 22

That gave Whitford J more support that also the High Court of Australia was not sure about the rationale of such exclusion. 23

In Eli Lilly & Co’s Application, the Patents Appeal Tribunal held that:
"It has long been established that claims to methods of medical treatment should not be accepted and this appears to have been in the contemplation of Parliament when the 1949 Act was passed (see our judgment in the Schering case). The reasons for such an exclusion appear to us to be based in ethics rather than logic but if there is to be a change of policy, which would appear to us to be sensible, this ought in our view to be effected by legislation rather than by interpretation."  

This decision hence constituted yet another indication that an exclusion of medical treatments from patentability is likely to be an illogical measure to take, and that as a consequence intervention by the legislature was required to settle the matter. Interestingly enough, Graham J and Whitford J were also of the belief that the exclusion as it had become common practice should be based on ethical grounds.

The conclusion of the tribunal that medical treatment methods were not patentable was later confirmed by the Court of Appeal in the Upjohn Co (Robert’s) Application case. In 1977, the exclusion was finally codified in the UK Patents Act 1977. However, this codification did not take place based on purely ethical grounds, but it was phrased in the same way as the EPC read, i.e. that medical treatment methods lack industrial applicability.

Evaluation

The historical analysis of the medical treatment exclusion leaves the reader somewhat dissatisfied. From not being excluded from patentability at all, medical treatments became over the course of time excluded from patentability based on a variety of policy grounds, which are not all very consistent, if not inconsistent. It is also surprising that the drafters of the EPC 2000 in fact explicitly admitted that previous policy reasons for not granting patents to such methods were ill conceived.

Especially, also looking at UK case law demonstrates that the rationale for excluding medical treatment methods has to a large extent been bedevilled with not only uncertainty as to whether it was a good idea in the first place to exclude such methods from patentability, but also to a large extent with a lack of a clear foundational argument or principle.

The underlying rationale for not patenting such methods is that it would be deemed unethical to interfere with the daily activities of the clinician and the interests of health, a very wide-ranging concept indeed. It was not made clear, however, why that would necessarily be much more the case in medical treatment methods than for products used in such methods, the latter being perfectly patentable. That means that the exclusion from patentability of medical treatment methods does not seem to have very sound foundations, or, in the alternative, has such deep foundations that questions can equally be asked about the patentability of products used in such treatments, as they will also have an impact on health. That will be even more the case if one takes the example of medical indication patents which, as we will see below, have come to sit very close to the activities of the clinician.

Historical development of medical indication claims

Introduction

As we have seen in our contribution in an earlier issue of this Journal, medical indication claims have not been uncontroversial and they do constitute a major deviation from the principle of absolute novelty. That as such is a good enough reason to try to establish how this concept came into existence in European patent law. Medical indication claims are a relatively recent phenomenon. This fact has a number of largely historical rationales. Several EPC Member States did not allow product protection for pharmaceuticals for quite some time. For example, in Germany, product protection
for pharmaceuticals has only been *210* allowed since 1968. 27 Absent such product protection, there was not much point in discussing purpose limited further protection for pharmaceuticals.

Secondly, the shadow of the exclusion of medical treatment methods has also been quite long, and in early discussions, as we have seen, the societal and ethical reasons for not allowing patents for medical treatment methods have also influenced the discussion on further medical indication patents. It was thought in some Member States that, by allowing further medical indication patents, the exclusion for medical treatment methods would be hollowed out. Even though the discussions on the exclusion from patentability of medical treatment methods and the patentability of medical indications took place simultaneously, it was much easier to reach a consensus on the non-patentability of medical treatment methods, as they were considered to be undesirable as interfering with the daily work and practices of the medical profession, and for the reasons mentioned earlier. Furthermore, they were already excluded from patentability in several of the later EPC Member States at the time of negotiating the EPC, which created as such sufficient momentum not to touch upon these existing national practices. That meant that once an agreement was reached on the exclusion from patentability of medical treatment methods, the next step was to evaluate whether further medical indications could be patentable subject-matter or not.

Thirdly, there was also the further complication that there were divergent evolutions in Member States. Some did categorically refuse to discuss the issue, while others already had some form of limited further medical use protection in place. 28 One has to see the birth of medical indication patents against this background.

A short "aide-memoire" on what medical indication patents are is helpful here. 29 A first basic principle of patent law is that one can patent a new chemical entity as such as long as it does not form part of the state of the art. Under the concept of absolute novelty in patent law (for the EPC, see art.54), i.e. anything which forms part of the state of the art can no longer be the subject of a patent, it would normally not be possible to obtain patent protection for a chemical entity or molecule once it forms part of the state of the art. However, after a successful campaign from the pharmaceutical industry that absent protection for further medical uses of an already patented or known substance, innovation into and development of new drugs would be stifled, the legislature inserted a provision to the effect that a first medical use of an existing molecule could still attain patent protection (art.54(5) EPC1973), thus creating an exception to the aforementioned novelty rule. The seminal G5/83 EISAI case extended medical use protection also to second and further medical uses of an existing molecule. 30 This principle was in the EPC 2000 codified in the sense that it is now also possible to obtain patent protection for a product for the use in the treatment of a certain medical indication (art.54(5) EPC 2000), while the first medical indication would cover the product for the use as a medicament (art.54(4) EPC 2000).

**Historical development**

The travaux préparatoires of the EPC do not reveal too much about the specifics of medical indication patents. Worth mentioning in this connection is also that neither the Strasbourg Convention 31 nor the PCT, 32 the two conventions on which the EPC is based, contained at that time any provision relating to medical indication patents. *211*

The issue was for the first time mentioned in the Proceedings of the 12th meeting of the Patents Working Party, where Van Benthem raised the question of whether a therapeutic method should be regarded as an invention. The chairman recorded after a discussion of the question that "therapeutic methods were not patentable under the national laws of the six Member States and no delegation on the Working Party wanted European law to depart from the principle". 33

The issue of the patentability of pharmaceutical products was subsequently discussed more in detail during the meetings of the Working Party from 1 to 12 June 1964. 34 It was on that occasion that the issue of first medical indication patents was first discussed. In fact, during the meeting, not only first medical indications but also further medical indications...
were discussed. It is interesting to note that in the hypothetical examples given, the first medical indication was a very specific one, and not the very broad and generic one which later made it into the EPC. Fressonnet raised on that occasion the question of what would be the law if someone developed yet another medical application, and pointed out in that connection that such would not be patentable under French law. A number of objections to such a system were also examined. One was that there was a fear that patent protection would lead to insufficient production. Another was the fear that allowing medical indication patents would lead to excessive prices for medicaments in view of the patent protection. A last objection raised was that it was believed at that time that the pharmaceutical industry would, by the introduction of such a system, bear the burden of patents protecting the chemical industry, as any medical indication patent is dependent on the chemical molecule patent, necessitating the pharmaceutical industry to pay licence fees to the chemical industry for the use of those chemical molecules. In subsequent meetings in October 1964, the issue was again discussed. It was concluded that medical treatment methods of the human body would become non-patentable, and that the issue of medical indication patents would have to be deferred.

When an amended Draft was presented in January 1965, there was a provision added in the then art.9 (which eventually became art.52 EPC 1973) referring to the non-patentability of "methods of therapy, including diagnostic methods". No further mention of pharmaceutical patents was made. By the time the text made it to the First Preliminary Draft of a Convention Establishing European System for the Grants of Patents in 1970, the text had been amended into the then art.9(2)(e) which excluded the following from patentability: "therapeutic or surgical methods for treatment of the human body, and diagnostic methods". There was still no mention of the products used in such processes or of any other related issues regarding the patentability of pharmaceutical products.

During the discussions of the Working Party in October 1971, the issue of pharmaceutical patents was once again covered. It was reported that interested circles had been pleading for the introduction of patent protection for further applications of drugs, so as to give an incentive to the industry to invest in such innovations. However, it was once again held off with the argument that the reasons for introducing a provision allowing patents to be granted for new therapeutic applications of known substances were not sufficient to justify a deviation from common practice in some of the Member States, where it was not possible to patent such further applications.

During the subsequent discussions, more and more comments were received from interest groups and industry associations asking for the introduction of a provision allowing new therapeutic applications to be patentable. It was argued that in the interest of developing medicaments and public health in general, further applications should be patentable, as absent such incentives, the pharmaceutical industry would concentrate its efforts on developing new products only, which would cost a lot of time and money, and there would be much uncertainty as to the outcome.

In its Note of 28 February 1972 (BR/GT I/152/72), the French delegation had drawn a distinction between therapeutic methods and the products, substances or compositions for therapeutic use. It felt that the question whether a new therapeutic application of an active principle known in therapy was patentable should be clarified. The discovery of an application, in no way deriving from the known pharmacological properties of the substance in question, would constitute the culmination of an entirely new investigation, and thus be worthy of a form of protection which would encourage pharmacological research. Nevertheless, for reasons inherent in the practice of medicine, this solution had to be rejected as impracticable. Research aimed at finding new therapeutic applications was extremely intricate work, and its conclusions often illusory. Finally, the number of cases in which such patentability would be desirable, i.e. in which the same medicament could be given two entirely different therapeutic applications, was too limited for the advantages of the patentability solution to outweigh the practical disadvantages. It therefore proposed that methods for treatment by therapy be excluded from patentability.
The text of the Draft Convention of May 1972 made for the first time reference to what we now know to be the patentability of medical indication patents. The then art.50 stated that the following were excluded:

"methods for the treatment of the human [or animal] body by surgery or therapy and diagnostic methods practised on the human [or animal] body; this provision shall not apply to inventions having as their subject-matter substances or compounds, whether or not known, which are used for the first time for the purpose of practising such methods".

At the third meeting of the Co-ordinating Committee in June 1972, proposals were made to amend the text of the May 1972 draft. No agreement was reached, however, on a new text and the issue was deferred. During the sixth meeting of the Inter-Governmental Conference for the setting up of a European System for the Grant of Patents in June 1972, the proposals were further discussed, and the proposal made by the German, UK, Danish, French and Netherlands delegations at the Co-ordinating Committee to introduce further changes to the envisaged provision relating to the patentability of pharmaceutical products was again discussed. The proposal suggested that products used in medical treatment methods should be patentable, even if they were known in the state of the art, provided that they were not known for use in *213 any such medical treatment method. The proposed amendment suggested deleting from art.50 the clause beginning with "this provision shall not apply" and adding to art.52 a new para.5 reading:

"Neither the provisions of this Article, nor those of Article 50, shall be interpreted as excluding the patentability of an invention consisting of a substance per se as a medicament provided that the state of the art does not include any such use of that substance."

In other words, the proposal wished to introduce first medical use protection for substances. Certain delegations, however, interpreted this proposal as introducing the patentability of not only the first medical indication, but also of further medical indications. The Conference noted that extending the provision as to including more than the first medical indication which was agreed upon in the previous compromise text would be a substantial modification of that compromise text and the proposal was deferred.

Interestingly, the proposal made at this meeting was also the first one aimed at introducing a specific provision covering medical indications and novelty. Prior to the 1972 draft texts, the only discussion took place at the level of the scope of the exclusion of medical treatment methods and the exception to that for products used in such methods. There was until 1972 no mention of any specific provision covering the exception to the rules of novelty which the patentability of medical indications patents would entail. Even though the discussions over the years had covered the issue as such, a text only materialised in 1972. The Draft Convention of December 1972 was the first one containing a provision on novelty in respect of medical indications claims. It read at that time:

"The provisions of paragraphs 1 to 4 shall not exclude the patentability of a substance or composition mentioned in Article 50, paragraph 3, even when the substance or composition in question is disclosed in the state of the art, provided that the state of the art does not include a disclosure of that substance for any method referred to in Article 50, paragraph 2(d)."

Upon a proposal from the Netherlands delegation, the text of both the then art.50(3) and art.52(5) was proposed to be amended to how it read finally in the EPC 1973. Shortly after those meetings, the text materialised as we knew it in art.52(4) and 54(5) EPC 1973.

The early literature
Medical treatment methods, medical indication claims and..., I.P.Q. 2016, 3, 203-230

The early literature discussed the patentability of both first and second medical indication inventions at length. Some wondered why such an exception was created in the first place, taking away the principle that all inventions in all areas of technology should be treated equally. The exception of the first medical indication in any event created an exception to this principle, and that was not supported by everyone. It was argued during the Diplomatic Conference in defence of such an exception that without it there would be no adequate protection for pharmaceutical inventions.

But there was also a wider discussion regarding second and further medical indication patents. While some were of the view that it was clear that these further indications could not be patentable under the EPC 1973, they were not necessarily satisfied with what was in their view the clear will of the legislator. In the view of some, there was in fact quite often more reason to protect a second and further medical indication than the first one, the former being based on many years of specific research, while the latter with its broad wording and scope did not necessarily result from substantive research. Indeed, a specific feature of the first medical indication claim is that it is granted for all medical indications, while it does not necessarily disclose any one in particular, or maybe one in particular. In that line of reasoning, it was deplored that second and further medical indication patents did not seem to be patentable.

Others were of the opinion, however, that allowing second medical indication claims in the form of "use claims" (Verwendungansprüche), which was conceived to be the only option in the early literature, would in fact protect the medical treatment, which was perceived as undesirable, while still others were of the view that those use claims were the one and only solution to protect the second and further medical indication. Indeed, the German Federal Supreme Court confirmed that use claims, i.e. use of a substance X for the treatment of disease Y, were acceptable under German law. One must be aware of the fact that, at that time, the German statute did not exclude medical treatment methods from patentability. That was only put into effect by an amendment of the German Patents Act in 1981. Strangely enough, the German Federal Supreme Court has ruled that such a "use claim" is in fact comparable to a product claim, at least when it relates to a second medical use claim. That made those claims allowable and not in conflict with the exclusion of medical treatment methods once these were introduced.

Opponents of second medical indication patents also used the argument that one cannot make new what is no longer new. If the substance is known in the state of the art, it cannot be "made" new by naming a new application. That was a view that was shared by some in the 1970s, but was in fact somewhat in contradiction with what the EPC allowed already at that time under art.54(5) EPC, but which provision had admittedly not yet entered into force at the time of writing of some of these publications (the provision entered into force in 1978). Proponents of second medical indication patents on the other hand were of the conviction that not allowing such claims would be a hindrance for the pharmaceutical industry and for innovation.

Evaluation

Both the historical overview of the travaux préparatoires and the early literature do not give us a clear picture of the rationale of the patentability of further medical use claims. Even the patentability of the first medical use is to some extent somewhat clouded in a mist of conflicting views. One could derive from at least part of the travaux préparatoires that there were basically two camps. On the one hand, there were interest groups that were lobbying for a position where further medical applications of a known substance should be patentable. On the other hand, there seem to have been certain delegation members who were quite reluctant to accept this, and believed that to the extent that it should be allowed, it should be confined to the first medical use of the known substance in a medical treatment. The present author must admit that the reasons for making such a limitation remain mysterious indeed. The travaux préparatoires do not shed a light on why the choice for limiting further medical applications of a known substance to the first was so made. It must be said that there is no immediate logic in making such a limitation. The Minutes of the Sixth Meeting
of the Inter-Governmental Conference for the setting up of a European System for the Grant of Patents in June 1972 discussed earlier clearly show that there was a difference in opinion between those who professed that there should be no limitation to the first medical use and those who advocated a limitation to the first medical use.

What emanates quite clearly from the travaux préparatoires is that the drafters of the EPC were quite occupied with preservation of the therapeutic freedom of medical professionals. There was a consensus that medical treatment methods should not be patentable. That to some extent also informed at least some of the opposition against medical indication patents, as it was doubted by some whether such patents would not interfere with the practice of physicians.

The case law after the entering into force of the EPC

The Enlarged Board of Appeal in the landmark G5/83 decision could see no justification for limiting medical use applications of known substances to the first medical application. It did realise, however, that the text of the EPC 1973 did not allow such further medical indication, which it deemed acceptable, to be phrased as a purpose limited product claim, in view of the limitation in art.54(5) EPC 1973 to the first medical use:

"It should be added that the Enlarged Board does not deduce from the special provision of Article 54(5) EPC that there was any intention to exclude second (and further) medical indications from patent protection other than by a purpose-limited product claim. The rule of interpretation that if one thing is expressed the alternative is excluded (expressio unius (est) exclusion alterius), is a rule to be applied with very great caution as it can lead to injustice. No intention to exclude second (and further) medical indications generally from patent protection can be deduced from the terms of the European Patent Convention: not can it be deduced from the legislative history of the articles in question. On this last point, after conducting its own independent studies of the preparatory documents, the Enlarged Board finds itself also in accord with the conclusion of the Federal Court of Justice."  

It is also worth noting that, after the G5/83 decision by the EBA, the French Cour de cassation has allegedly held that second medical indication claims were not patentable. It must be said that, looking at the judgment, it is not immediately obvious that that court had meant to do that, but it has in wide circles been perceived as if it had done so.

The solution provided by the EBA in the G5/83 case has for some time remained somewhat controversial in the courts of several Member States, including Germany, the UK, the Netherlands and Sweden.

Also the German Federal Supreme Court could read no prohibition of further medical indication claims from being patentable: 216

"What it does show however are the efforts of the Government delegations to provide for appropriate protection, seen at the time as product protection limited to the first therapeutic use of a known substance. The exclusion of such product protection limited to the specific use where a further medical use is found is thus no indication of protection also being excluded for a use invention involving the provision of a substance formulated for treatment by therapy and its use to treat an illness for which it has not previously been used. Although when the provisions in question were drafted arguments against protecting use inventions of this kind may have been voiced, this Court cannot state with certainty that the Contracting States concurred in wishing to exclude protection for use inventions of this kind by means of the provisions ultimately adopted in Article 52 (4) and 54 (5) EPC. On the contrary, the majority of Working Party I unambiguously stated in BR/177/72 of 13 April 1972 that there should be no explicit exclusion of such protection. This statement was never unambiguously and unanimously retracted during the subsequent negotiations. Although some participants at the Munich Conference have since expressed the view in the literature that Article 52 (4) and 54 (5) EPC as a whole exclude
protection of use inventions of this kind, these personal comments by Conference participants do not convince this Court that the Contracting States as a whole intended to exclude these use inventions from patentability."

This confirms what I said earlier, that it is difficult to determine the exact will of the legislature regarding patenting further medical indications in the travaux préparatoires.

The court then continued by holding that there are no other objections to be seen in preventing further medical indications claims (which under German law can be framed as use claims for the treatment of a medical indication) from being patentable:

"Neither ethical nor legal policy considerations stand in the way of protection for use inventions involving the provision and application of formulated chemical substances in the treatment of the human body by therapy … After the lifting of the ‘patentability prohibition’ on pharmaceuticals in the Federal Republic of Germany, socio-ethical reservations concerning patent protection for pharmaceuticals ceased to apply here. Nonetheless, in the decision referred to above, which concerned a method for cosmetic surgery to prevent baldness, this Court broached the question of whether socio-ethical considerations justified the exclusion from patentability of methods for healing the human body, but did not go into it further … In the subsequent decisions, which concerned the patentability of the use of substances for treatment by therapy of the human body (9 IIC IIC Jahr 1978 Seite 42 (1978)—Benzolsulfonylharmsstoff, and 14 IIC IIC Jahr 1983 Seite 283 (1983)—Sitosterylglycoside), it affirmed their susceptibility of industrial application and did not return to consideration of whether such methods might be excluded from patentability on socio-ethical grounds. Nor could such grounds have carried any weight. Those provisions of the Patent Law governing the exclusion of inventions which if published or used would be contrary to public order or morality, namely in Section 2, point 1, first clause, of the Patent Law (see also Article 53 (a) EPC), make no mention of treatment of the human body by therapy. The teaching that sufferers may be cured of an illness if treated with a particular substance is in full accord with the dictates of morality, promoting the public weal, not its woe. Nor does the grant of an exclusive right for a limited period of time in respect of such teaching, to reward the inventor for disclosing it, attach any stigma of immorality, contrary to views sometimes expressed. It is also reconcilable with public order. The doctor’s freedom of prescription is limited by patent protection for use inventions no more and no *217 less than by protection for product claims for pharmaceuticals or product claims limited to the application of known products for first medical use. The fear that protection of substances by product claims, whether unlimited or limited to a specific use, could be unduly extended through subsequent grant of use claims to treat further illnesses is groundless given that such use inventions remain subject to general patentability criteria, notably inventive step. The same is true of concern that the rights of the proprietors of product patents for the substances to be provided and used under the invention might be eroded. There is no evidence that health care could be adversely affected if such inventions were patentable. On the contrary, the likely outcome would be to encourage pharmaceutical research, to the benefit of all." 67

When the German Federal Supreme Court and the EBA decided that there was no clear rationale in the EPC to exclude further medical indication patents, they were probably stretching the will of the drafters of the EPC, as they clearly limited patentability to the first medical indication, but it must be admitted that the discussions during the negotiations at least showed that there were conflicting views on the issue. The legalistic "escape route" which both the German Federal Supreme Court in its case law and the EBA in the G5/83 case took by holding that only product claims were not possible for further medical use claims is from a purely formal legal point of view correct, but their patentability does not at such stand out from the EPC drafting documentation. On the other hand, logic also plays a role. The drafters of the EPC have remained rather silent on the exact reasons why further medical indications should not be patentable. There is no apparent logic in allowing the one but not the other.

In the UK, the patentability of second and further medical indications has also not been without its problems. Even though the Swiss claims formula in the Eisai case was relatively early accepted by the UK courts, later cases have
struggled to determine whether such a further medical indication claim was in fact not covering the medical treatment. A case at point here is *Bristol-Myers Squibb Co v Baker Norton Pharmaceuticals Inc*, 69 where it was held:

"In my view the form of claim 1 does not disguise its effect. The invention was the discovery that by changing the treatment from a 24 hour infusion to 3 hours a similar effect was obtained with less neutropenia. That was a discovery that a change in the method of treatment provided the result. The claim is an unsuccessful attempt to monopolise the new method of treatment by drafting it along the lines of the Swiss-type claim. When analysed it is directed step-by-step to the treatment. The premedication is chosen by the doctor, and administered prior to the taxol according to the directions of the doctor. The amount of taxol is selected by the doctor as is the time of administration. The actual medicament that is said to be suitable for treatment is produced in the patient under supervision of the medical team. It is not part of a manufacture. In my view Mr Thorley is correct. The invention made and claimed was a method of treatment precluded from patentability by section 4(2) (Article 52(4))."

In *Actavis v Merck*, Jacob LJ held that in the aforementioned BMS case, the judge came to that conclusion on a very narrow point, i.e. that the specific claim was in fact trying to claim the medical treatment, and did not read a wider rejection of further medical indication claims as covering medical treatments in principle. 70

Interestingly, the EBA admitted in the G2/08 case that the Swiss claim is inherently difficult to uphold:

"Moreover, Swiss-type claims could be (and have been) considered objectionable as regards the question as to whether they fulfill the patentability requirements, due to the absence of any functional 218 relationship of the features (belonging to therapy) conferring novelty and inventiveness, if any, and the claimed manufacturing process. Therefore, where the subject matter of a claim is rendered novel only by a new therapeutic use of a medicament, such claim may no longer have the format of a so called Swiss-type claim as instituted by decision G5/83."

Whatever one can make of all of the above, the new EPC 2000 has introduced, also with a view to avoid any further confusion within the Member States, a clear rule regarding second and further medical use claims, which are now protected as purpose limited product claims (see art.54(5) EPC). 72

Relationship between non-patentability of medical treatment methods and patentability of medical indication claims

Even though the patent system may have wished to ensure therapeutic freedom by excluding medical treatment methods from patentability, it must be admitted that it has to some extent deviated from that principle by allowing patent protection for the products used in those therapies or medical treatments. Admittedly, the access to certain drugs for physicians will have an influence on the therapy chosen. That is true, and it uncovers at the same time a thorny question, which is to what extent should inventions relating to healthcare be patented or not? It is not very difficult to use very similar arguments against patenting medical treatment methods and the products, i.e. drugs and medical instruments and devices, used in those methods. The Australian Federal Court referred in the Bristol Myers Squibb v Faulding case in that connection to "the insurmountable problem, from a public policy viewpoint, of drawing a logical distinction which would justify allowing patentability for a product for treating the human body, but deny patentability for a method of treatment". 73 This is not the place to deal with all the parameters of this important question, 74 but suffice to say that it was considered that the huge investment in developing drugs should be rewarded as it benefits healthcare, while this would not be so guaranteed if medical procedures were patent protected, as they might not be accessible to physicians. The argument goes that pharmaceutical companies have an interest in making their drugs available to patients, there are quite often substitutes available creating more competition and hence a higher interest in providing access to the drugs the pharmaceutical companies develop/produce, 75 and there is still a difference between patenting a drug and patenting
the very methods of medical treatment, which hits at the core of the physician. There will always be a tension between the fundamental right to health and the privatisation of rights to drugs and/or methods used in providing health, but it would lead us too far to go into the discussion of this at first glance difficult relationship between fundamental rights and intellectual property rights. 76

It is also undeniable that patents for drugs, second medical indications and medical devices have an influence on the therapy prescribed by the physician. That will for instance clearly be the case if a medical instrument or medical device such as a stent has been patented and the physician has to make a choice not to insert a specific stent into a patient’s body (which stent is allegedly the best possible treatment for that specific patient) because it would be too expensive for the healthcare system to do so. It is true that for medical devices, but for that matter also for medicines, physicians cannot always prescribe the optimal remedy, because it is unavailable for reimbursement in a particular healthcare system. To that extent, the patent system interferes directly with medical treatment decisions. 77 That is undeniably true, but I think there is still a difference between choices which the medical profession needs to take because of budget constraints within the healthcare system, and the risk which a healthcare professional runs of committing a patent infringement in the normal course of his/her work.

Jacob J (as he then was) pointed in the BMS case to the limited scope of the medical treatment exclusion:

"There is also the limited purpose of the exception to be considered. It is not so broad as to stop doctors using whatever they feel they need to treat patients. If that were the purpose then one would not allow patents for medicines or medical implements at all. The purpose of the limitation is much narrower, merely to keep patent law from interfering directly with what the doctor actually does to the patient. Patent monopolies are permitted to control what he administers to, or the implements he uses on, the patient. The thinking behind the exception is not particularly rational: if one accepts that a patent monopoly is a fair price to pay for the extra research incentive, then there is no reason to suppose that that would not apply also to methods of treatment. It is noteworthy that in the US any such exception has gone, and yet no-one, so far as I know, suggests that its removal has caused any trouble." 78

The somewhat difficult relationship between the non-patentability of medical treatment methods and the patentability of medical indications was also eloquently worded by the Appeal Court in the same BMS case:

"Art.52(4) was not intended to exclude pharmaceutical preparations from being patentable. That has the result that restrictions can be imposed by patentees upon treatment. The section has the limited purpose of ensuring that the actual use, by practitioners, of methods of medical treatment when treating patients should not be subject to restraint or restriction by patent monopolies. The difficulty is to decide whether the restraint concerns a method of treatment as opposed to what is available for treatment." 79

In conclusion, further medical indication patents seem to sit very close to the therapy which a physician wishes to prescribe. In some cases, the medical indication so patented is a new dosage, or the fact that a new patient population can now also be treated with an existing drug. 80 And with the advent of the new EPC 2000 purpose limited product claim, this could be seen to become even worse.

Some specific problems relating to medical indication claims

Introduction

In this section we will discuss two types of further medical indications patents which are not only very relevant for the discussion we have in this contribution, but which present specific problems which deserve a closer look. Those two "embodiments" are patents for new sub-populations and patents for dosage regimes. 220
New sub-populations

Specific for personalised medicine might be the case that the drug is not new and it is already known for the treatment of the condition claimed. What is in fact invented is the use of a known drug for the treatment of a known condition for a new patient sub-population which is defined by the identification in such patent sub-population of a new biomarker.  

As we have seen earlier, under the EPC and EPO case law, a variety of second and further medical indication claims is considered to be patentable. Most common types are those inventions relating to a novel group of subjects, relating to a new route or mode of administration, relating to a different technical effect and leading to a truly new application, and those relating to a new dosage regime for an existing drug.

For the present type of invention, the only novel feature is the identification and treatment of a new patient sub-population.

From a patent law perspective, there are at first sight a number of problems with such patents. The prior art will already include the new sub-population, as this sub-population is part of the larger patient population which was already treated with the known drug before (be it perhaps in a different dosage). The biomarker on the basis of which the sub-population is identified is arguably also not new, as it was always present in the population (of which the sub-population forms part) for which the drug was already patented/used.

There has been an evolution in the case law of the EPO relating to sub-populations. The earlier case law relating to second and further medical indications claims did recognise novelty of a new sub-population. However, in case T233/96, the Technical Board of Appeal held that if

"the use of a compound was known in the treatment or diagnosis of a disease of a particular group of subjects, the treatment or diagnosis of the same disease with the same compound could nevertheless represent a novel therapeutic or diagnostic application, provided that it is carried out on a new group of subjects which is distinguished from the former by its physiological or pathological status (T19/86, T893/90). This does not apply, however if the group chosen overlaps with the group previously treated or the choice of the novel group is arbitrary which means that no functional relationship does exist between the particular physiological or pathological status of this group of subjects (here humans who are unable to exercise adequately) and the therapeutic or pharmacological effect achieved".

In other words, and applied to the present subject of personalised medicine, if the sub-population identified overlaps with the group previously treated, there is no novelty. In the case of personalised medicine, the previous treatment will always have covered the entire patient population, and the now identified subpopulation which is susceptible to the newly claimed treatment will in that sense always overlap with the patient population already identified and treated before.

More recent case law has condemned that case and has held that there is no basis in both aforementioned cases to support the interpretation given in the T233/96 case. In T1399/04, the Board held in particular that "The present Board does not see a basis for this interpretation in the relevant parts of decisions T19/86 (points (5) to (8)) and T 893/90 (points (4.2) to (4.6))".

The standard for evaluating whether a sub-population can be considered novel over the prior art and hence constitute the basis for a further medical indication claim is, according to at least some of the recent case law, the following:
"If the use of a compound was known in the treatment or diagnosis of a disease of a particular group of subjects, the treatment or diagnosis of the same disease with the same compound could nevertheless represent a novel therapeutic or diagnostic application, provided that it is carried out on a new group of subjects which is distinguished from the former by its physiological or pathological status (cf. decisions T19/86, [1989] OJ EPO 24; point (8) of the reasons and decision T893/90 of 22 July 1993 (point (4.2) of the reasons)."

A recent case supports the stance taken by the Board in the T1399/04 case, which consequently creates some confidence that the way taken in the earliest case law and confirmed in T1399/04 and the present recent case is probably the state of the law at the EPO. In T734/12, the Board held that

"According to the established case law of the Boards of Appeal, the use of the same compound in the treatment of the same disease for a particular group of subjects, could nevertheless represent a novel therapeutic application, provided that it is carried out on a new group of subjects which is distinguished from the former by its physiological or pathological status ...."

In other words, a new group of subjects which is distinguished from the former by its physiological or pathological status can constitute novelty and hence can become patentable. Typically, a sub-population can distinguish itself from a population from which it forms part generically for instance by not reacting to a specific drug in a dosage or administration already part of the state of the art or by showing a high degree of adverse side effects or even toxicity of the drug administered to that sub-population. That sub-population might also distinguish itself because the medical condition for which it is treated is caused by a specific genotype or a specific mutation, which might make the standard treatment known in the state of the art ineffective. These would all be biomarkers, and the patented invention has established a correlation between the known drug and those previously unknown biomarkers. As there is, in line with the EPO case law discussed, still room for at least a claim or novelty based on a further medical indication, research into specific sub-populations might be rewarded with patent protection.

Even though the matter now seems to be resolved at the EPO level, the same cannot be said of the national level. UK case law has conformed itself to the case law of the EPO when it comes to further medical indication claims, be it with some problems, as we have seen. However, despite the fact that there is at least coherence between the UK and the EPO regarding further medical indication case law and hence also at first sight the patentability of patent claims defining the treatment of sub-populations, there is another concept in patent law that has put a spanner in the patent works. In the UK, for instance, the concept of what is inherently disclosed in the prior art could potentially present problems for the patentability of a second medical indication claim for a new sub-population, where such a sub-population would already have been inherently included in the population for which the molecule was already known in the state of the art. Even some recent case law seems to point to this problem.

The concept of what is inherently disclosed in the prior art is one that plays a role in the determination of novelty, and basically answers the question whether a feature that was inherently present in the prior art, for instance in an effect already achieved by a process or product in the prior art, without that effect being known to take place in the prior art, can later be patented, or whether it is anticipated as being already disclosed in the prior art, and hence no longer novel. It can immediately be seen that the concept is relevant in the context of personalised medicine. Claiming a medical indication, for instance the identification of a new sub-population, can present problems, as that sub-population has already been inherently included in the population for which the molecule had already been disclosed in the prior art.

As far as the EPO is concerned, the concept has been dealt with in G2/88, where the Enlarged Board of Appeal held first that
"the Enlarged Board would emphasise that under Article 54(2) EPC the question to be decided is what has been ‘made available’ to the public: the question is not what may have been ‘inherent’ in what was made available (by a prior written description, or in what has previously been used (prior use), for example). Under the EPC, a hidden or secret use, because it has not been made available to the public, is not a ground of objection to [the] validity of a European patent”. 95

It then concluded that

"the answer to question (iii) may therefore be summarised as follows: with respect to a claim to a new use of a known compound, such new use may reflect a newly discovered technical effect described in the patent. The attaining of such a technical effect should then be considered as a functional technical feature of the claim (e.g. the achievement in a particular context of that technical effect). If that technical feature has not been previously made available to the public by any of the means as set out in Article 54(2) EPC, then the claimed invention is novel, even though such technical effect may have inherently taken place in the course of carrying out what has previously been made available to the public". 96

Applied to our sub-population example, the identification of a new sub-population would be novel, even though already inherently present in the prior art, as long as that new technical feature, i.e. the identification of the new sub-population, had not been previously disclosed to the public.

Under UK case law, the situation is in our view different. In the Merrell Dow v Norton case, the House of Lords held that there was anticipation if the inevitable result of following the instructions of a prior art document, or patent for that matter, was that the technical feature which is claimed later would be arrived at. 97 In the case at hand, the invention related to an acid metabolite of terfenadine, the latter being known in the prior art. According to the House of Lords, applying the teaching of the terfenadine patent would have led to the production of the acid metabolite in the human body, and hence, even though at the time of the terfenadine patent one may not have known that such took place, a later patent application for the acid metabolite would lack novelty over the prior art terfenadine teaching. Applying this to personalised medicine and the invention identifying a sub-population, as the effect claimed in the sub-population would already have been present in any invention covering a patient population of which the sub-population forms part, one could argue that an invention relating to a sub-population may lack novelty over the prior art. *223

**Dosage regime patents—a controversial issue**

A type of invention which is likely to be of major importance in the context of personalised medicine is the dosage regime patent. Owing to the presence of certain biomarkers in certain patients, the standard treatment could be shown to be ineffective. That could imply that, in certain cases, an alternative drug will need to be administered, in which case we are in the situation of a further medical use where an existing drug is used to treat a new group of patients. In a second possibility, the solution could be found in administering a different dosage to the group of patients with the specified biomarker. In that case, the relevance of dosage regime patents becomes crucial.

For many years, case law has discussed the question whether a new dosage regime can be protected as a further medical indication of an existing drug or whether it is instead nothing more than a medical treatment method.

From a legalistic point of view, the question is relatively easy to answer. A claim drafted in the Swiss claim format claiming the use of a substance for the manufacture of a medicament for the use in the treatment of a disease for administration in a certain dosage, or in the new EPC purpose limited product format claiming the substance for the use in the treatment of a disease for administration in a certain dosage, are as such perfectly patentable claims, as they are not claimed as medical treatment methods. As the UK court said in the Actavis case,
"making up the substance for administration is not in itself administration — is not treatment. That would seem to be the case whether the substance is made up in a factory (here 1mg. pills of finasteride) or in a pharmacy (where it may even be patient specific)".98

Whether they fulfil the novelty and inventive step requirements is quite often in practice a different matter, but that is a decision taken on the individual facts of the case. In other words, a legalistic approach would see no conflict between dosage regime patents, which protect the making up of the substance, and the non-patentability of the medical treatment, which protects the treatment as such, admittedly with the aid of the pills so made up.

The question is whether it is not in practical effect a medical treatment in disguise. That was the view of the UK court in Bristol-Myers Squibb v Baker Norton,99 where it was held that

"in my view the form of claim 1 does not disguise its effect. The invention was the discovery that by changing the treatment from a 24 hour infusion to 3 hours a similar effect was obtained with less neutropenia. That was a discovery that a change in the method of treatment provided the result. The claim is an unsuccessful attempt to monopolise the new method of treatment by drafting it along the lines of the Swiss-type claim. When analysed it is directed step-by-step to the treatment. The premedication is chosen by the doctor, and administered prior to the taxol according to the directions of the doctor. The amount of taxol is selected by the doctor as is the time of administration. The actual medicament that is said to be suitable for treatment is produced in the patient under supervision of the medical team. It is not part of a manufacture. In my view Mr Thorley is correct. The invention made and claimed was a method of treatment precluded from patentability by section 4(2) (Article 52(4))."

Another interesting case is the so-called alendronate case in the UK.100 The patent related to a dosage regimen relating to the active ingredient alendronate, and more in particular claimed a dosage regimen of *224 a 70mg once weekly dosage, while the prior art already comprised a 10mg daily dosage regimen.101 In first instance, Jacob J (as he then was) was inclined to rule that it was not a medical treatment method, but felt himself bound by Bristol-Myers Squibb v Baker Norton:

"But for the decision in Bristol-Myers Squibb v Baker Norton [2001] R.P.C. 1 I would have held not, despite the width of the claim. The monopoly covers the preparation of the dose to be administered but not its actual administration. It is true that one might catch a doctor or nurse who measured out the dose prior to administration, but that would be an act of preparation not administration. However the principle decided by Bristol-Myers binds me."102

Jacob J did so with regret:

"I conclude that the claim is in substance to a method of treatment of the human body by therapy. I do so with regret. For patents are provided to encourage research. If new and non-obvious improved methods of administration of known drugs for known diseases are not patentable in principle—even with a Swiss form claim, then there will be less of a research incentive to find such methods. Giving the exception a very narrow scope, so that any preparation used in such a method is protectable if only by the artificial construct of a Swiss form claim, would be a research incentive. But I must follow the current state of interpretation of the exception in Bristol-Myers."

In 2008, Jacob LJ took the opportunity in the Actavis v Merck case to rule that the rationale in the Bristol-Myers case was based on a very narrow point only:

"So Aldous L.J. decided the method of treatment point on a very narrow ground indeed. It was that if in essence the claim is merely to a method of treatment it is bad. The claim in the present case is far from that. It is in its essence directed at the manufacturer. The doctor’s only involvement will be in prescribing for the treatment of aa [Androgenic alopecia]
the 1 mg pill made by an alleged infringer. We do not regard Aldous L.J.’s ratio as binding in its effect so far as the general case of dosage specific Swiss form claims or so far as this case is concerned.”

As we know from the BMS case, the patent required the permanent involvement of the physician in carrying out the claim. Jacob LJ was of the view that a "normal" dosage regime claim would only require the involvement of the physician in the prescription stage, but not during the treatment itself.

Under German law, a dosage regime claim would be patentable as long as it is formulated as "formulated for administration":

"However, there are no reservations against the admissibility of the patent claims according to subsidiary motion 2, which provides under both patent claims that the medication containing carvedilol is formulated in certain doses for administration over certain periods. Accordingly, protection is to be accorded to the use of a chemical substance in the therapeutic treatment of the human body, such substance being formulated to suit such use for instance, by means of suitable packaging for the tablet sizes, an inscription on the package or package inserts. Pursuant to this Court’s case law, such use of a chemical substance is not excluded from patent protection under Sec. 5(1) German Patent Act (basically, BGHZ 88, 209, 215 Hydropyridine). For Art. 52(4) EPC, which corresponds verbatim with Sec. 5(2)(1) German Patent Act, the same is true. The patent claims of subsidiary motion 2 are *225 not opposed by the ineligibility for patent protection of procedures for the surgical and therapeutic treatment of humans or animals.”

If the claim would read "for administration", it would be seen as a medical treatment claim, and hence be non-patentable:

"Administering a medication intended for the treatment of a particular condition amounts to a therapeutic procedure for the treatment of the human body. It is not an element of substance formulation in the treatment of illnesses (departure from BGHZ 88, 209, 217 — Hydropyridine) but follows same. Determining a suitable therapy plan for a patient, including drug prescriptions and dosage, is a characteristic part of the activities of the treating physician and, as such, excluded from patent protection under Art. 52(4) European Patent Convention (EPC) and Sec. 5(2) German Patent Act. And while a claim as to use may also pertain to the formulation of a certain agent in the treatment of a condition, which occurs on the basis of package inserts or instructions on the package, the mere dosage recommendations, as detached from formulation, do not automatically come into patent protection as a result. Insofar as the Federal Patent Court, as part of its more recent practice, holds a different view on this matter, such position cannot be seconded. Any other result could not be reconciled with the wording of Art. 52(4) EPC and would deprive such provision of a material portion of the scope of application assigned to it.”

This case was later confirmed and recently also in the German Warner Lambert case.

The EBA held in the G2/08 decision that dosage regime claims are patentable if formulated in the appropriate claim format. Admitting that there is a very thin line between non-patentable medical treatment methods and the patentable products used in those methods, the EBA took the view that a strict distinction needs to be made between methods for treatment and the products claimed for use in those methods, as art.53(c) EPC 2000 provides, otherwise the provision would be without meaning:

"De facto the two concepts of a method for treatment by therapy and of a product to be used in such a method are so close to each other, that there is a considerable risk of confusion between them unless each is confined to its own domain as allocated to it by the law. In this respect it would be improper to consider the second sentence of Article 53(c) EPC as a lex specialis to be interpreted narrowly, rather on the contrary it is appropriate to give both provisions the same weight, and draw the general conclusion that in respect of claims directed to therapy, method claims are absolutely forbidden in
order to leave the physician free to act unfettered, whereas product claims are allowable provided their subject-matter be new and inventive." 108

The EBA then continued by holding that art.54(5) EPC 2000, which covered further medical indication patents, does not specify which specific uses can be patentable, leading to the conclusion that there is no limitation to that effect:

"Article 54(5) EPC does not define the nature of the further therapeutic use of a substance or composition already known as a medicine deserving protection under Article 54(5) EPC further than by saying that it must be specific. In particular, it does not define any degree of distinctiveness the new use would be required to have in order to qualify as a specific use within the meaning of that article. On the contrary, the wording of the provision stipulates that ‘any’ specific use not comprised in the state of the art may be eligible for patent protection under that article. *226 " 109

The Board then further held that nothing in the provision would lead to an interpretation that it only aimed to cover claims protecting the use in the treatment of a different disease, 110 and concluded:

"The Enlarged Board comes to the conclusion that there can be only one sensible way of construing the requirement underlying the specificity of the use, namely merely by contrast to the generic broad protection conferred by the first claimed medical application of a substance or composition, which is in principle not confined to a particular indication. Thus, the new use within the meaning of Article 54(5) EPC need not be the treatment of another disease.” 111

The Board further emphasised that there was already a large body of case law relating to further medical indication which was not confined to a specific disease, 112 and that there was nothing to be found in the travaux préparatoires of the EPC 2000 (where it was expressly provided in the statute) that second medical indication patents would have to be limited to those inventions only which claimed use in the treatment of a new condition, nor in the decision of the EBA in G5/83 to that effect. 113

Dosage regimen patents are probably a very good example of the tension between non-patentable medical treatment methods and patentable medical indication claims. This is best exemplified by the UK case law, which is to some extent conflicting on the issue. And even the G2/08 decision admits that both concepts are so closely related that is easy to be confused. This is not helped by the fact that there is a rather unclear rationale for excluding medical treatment methods from patentability, and an equally unclear rationale for allowing patent protection for medical indications. Indeed, the historical overview given earlier shows that the legislature was to some extent concerned that allowing medical indication patents would in fact hollow out the exclusion of medical treatment methods from patentability. It took cold economic arguments to convince the legislature to allow patent protection for medical indications. I am not sure that, if the legislature had had the knowledge we have today of the use of medical indication patents, it would have concluded in favour of patentability.

Conclusion and suggestions

This contribution demonstrates that medical indication patents and the exclusion from patentability of medical treatment methods have a somewhat complex history and rationale. Historically, medical treatment methods have been excluded from patentability without a very clear and uniform reason for doing so, and in fact the rationale has changed over time. That shows that it is not an exclusion with sound roots. That is exacerbated by the fact that in other parts of the world, e.g. the US, medical treatment methods are deemed patentable.

Having to deal with an exclusion that has no sound rationale is one thing, but matters become even more complicated if certain types of patents, i.e. medical indication patents, come to sit very close to such medical treatment methods.
legal technical argument that a medical indication patent is protecting the (making of the) product for the treatment of a certain condition and not the activity of treatment by the physician itself is only partly helpful. Such arguments are helpful in the context of a court case where the latter is called to apply the law. They provide a less satisfactory solution in a policy context.

In my view, certain medical indication patents come very close to the clinical activity of the physician, e.g. the decision to use a specific dosage to treat a disease. One could argue that this is not different from any other prescription. Indeed, the physician will often prescribe a drug in a certain—quite often standard—dosage. The fact of the matter is, however, that in the "standard" case, the patent covers the molecule as such, irrespective of the dosage, and the physician is prescribing a patented medicament. In the case of a dosage regime patent, the patent covers the product to the extent that it is used for the treatment with a specific dosage. That is exactly what the physician is going to do. This leads to the conclusion that there is a distinction to be made between the standard treatment and the dosage regime patent. But it must also be admitted that a dosage regime patent does not necessarily differ very much from a case where a patent covers the drug for the use in the treatment of a specific medical condition. Also in this case, the physician will prescribe the medicament for use in the treatment of that condition, while the drug is already known to be used for treating other conditions. There is probably not a fundamental difference between the two. And the honest answer is also that the issue remains the subject of controversy.

What it all reveals, however, is that patents have come very close to what the clinician is effectively doing as part of his medical treatment, and in that sense medical indication patents have become somewhat worrisome. Those worries will only grow when the reader studies the analysis we have been making regarding patent infringement of medical indication patents in the previous issue of this Journal, which demonstrates that the clinician faces a real-life risk of patent infringement by prescribing a patented dosage for an as such non-patented medicinal product.

The question is now how to deal with this conundrum. On the one hand there is a rationale that patents should not be granted which interfere in a certain way with the clinician’s activities. I say in a certain way, as the legislature could not have meant to exclude all those inventions from patentability which interfere with the activities of the clinician, witness the fact that patents are allowed for products used in such activities which to some extent also interfere with the activities of the clinician. On the other hand, there was the clear intention of the legislature to allow patents not only for new chemical molecules, but also for a further medical use of already existing molecules. Such further medical use can consist in the use of the molecule for the treatment of a different medical condition, a new mode of administration, a new dosage regime, etc.

This leads to the question of whether the exclusion from patentability of medical treatment methods in today’s complex medical and pharmaceutical landscape still makes sense. Alternatively, one can also wonder whether, on the contrary, the patentability of medical uses has been derailed to the extent that it in fact tries to cover the activities that would normally be saved for the clinician by the exclusion of medical treatment methods from patentability.

In what follows, with a view to presenting solutions to the present unsatisfactory state of the affairs, I will evaluate two major options in respect of medical treatment methods and medical indication patents, i.e. abolishing the exclusion from patentability of medical treatment methods and/or abolishing medical indication patents.

**Abolishing the exclusion for medical treatment methods (and abolishing medical indication patents)**

A first option could indeed be to abolish the exclusion from patentability of medical treatment methods. As we have demonstrated in this contribution, the rationale for having the exclusion is indeed not at all solid. The idea that health should be protected is obviously a rationale that everyone would support, but starting from such a premise makes it difficult to argue why it should only apply to medical treatment methods and not, for instance, also to pharmaceuticals,
medical indications patents and medical devices. Case law has also questioned the logic of the exclusion. Whitford J held in Schering AG’s Application:

"Although it is difficult to see any logical justification for the practice in relation to processes for medical treatment, if the object of the system is in truth to give hope of a reward to people whose research and industry results in valuable products or processes, it does appear that in 1919 and again in 1949 Parliament must have proceeded upon the assumption that patents for processes of medical treatment as such were not within the contemplation of the statute.” 114

Jacob J held in the BMS case that

"the thinking behind the exception is not particularly rational: if one accepts that a patent monopoly is a fair price to pay for the extra research incentive, then there is no reason to suppose that that would not apply also to methods of treatment. It is noteworthy that in the US any such exception has gone, and yet no-one, so far as I know, suggests that its removal has caused any trouble”. 115

In other words, absent a clearly defined foundation for not allowing medical treatments to be patentable, why not just allow patent protection for them?

If combined with abolishing medical indication claims (which for instance do not exist in the US), it would first of all do away with the relatively difficult interpretation of further medical indication claims, and it would bring the invention down to what one has tried to achieve in the first instance. It would also make an end to the not always very clear distinction between the provision of drugs for a very specific medical treatment which is claimed and the medical treatment itself. It would in other words be likely to provide more legal certainty for all of society and all of its players. Allowing medical treatment claims would also present no problem with the TRIPS Agreement in such a scenario; to the contrary, as art.27 TRIPS lays down the principle that inventions in all areas of technology should be patentable. Provided that there were a therapeutic freedom exception, 116 clinicians would also be free from liability claims.

What are the drawbacks? One of the main drawbacks is obviously the concern that medical professionals would be hindered by those patents. That does not necessarily need to be the case, provided that additional measures are introduced into the patent system. One of them would in any case need to be a therapeutic freedom exception, i.e. that clinicians would be allowed to use the patented invention without committing an infringement, or at least without being held liable for it.

But that may not be enough. As has been suggested in the literature, the mere fact that there is a patent on a medical treatment method could as such have a negative effect, as it may already cause a lack of access to the invention owing to practices of patent holders. Ventose has called this the question of control. 117 While a pharmaceutical company can control access to the drugs by raising prices or volumes, such a company has inherently always an interest in selling products, which means it is unlikely that it would lead to a non-supply. In the view of Ventose, the situation would be different for medical treatment methods, as this would constitute a different demand-supply situation. The method would be controlled by the physician-patent holder, and other physicians would have no access to it without a licence. I am not sure that is entirely true, as the patented method will be publicly available in the patent specification, and any physician could hence apply the method, even absent a licence. The latter practice would expose the physician to an infringement claim, but that is why it is important that also in this scenario there would be a therapeutic freedom exception.

Furthermore, it might be difficult to accept that medical treatment methods could be patentable for public (health) policy and socio-ethical reasons. 118 Over the course of time, legislatures and courts have come to hold that medical treatment methods should not be patentable in the interest of the protection of health. It is very difficult to see how this could be overturned easily. Furthermore, the right to health as a fundamental right has entered an era of growing exposure
to a variety of debilitating diseases that are more and more centre stage, even though admittedly it is debatable as to whether it is a primary and inalienable right that can and should be enforced at the same level as other fundamental rights such as the right to life, freedom of expression, etc. With a growing concern about our health and access to healthcare, the suggestion of allowing patents for medical treatment methods is likely to be a long and heavily debated process. Or as the Federal Court of Australia put it in Bristol Myers Squibb v Faulding:

"Perhaps the most powerful argument against patenting is the idea that a patient may be denied medical treatment that she needs. It is certainly the most emotive of the arguments. It presumes that a medical practitioner may be unable to obtain the right to use a particular process, or may not be able to do so within due time, and therefore will be unwilling to undertake the process on her patients for fear of legal action."

Another aspect is of course that a patent on a medical treatment method is capable of affecting the physician directly in his daily activities, more than could possibly be the case with the patentability of drugs. That is largely true, but not entirely, as the case law relating to medical indications patents demonstrates, where the physician is also at risk of committing a direct infringement.

In effect, allowing medical treatment methods to be patentable would have some benefits, but in view of the multiple objections from a public (health) policy and socio-ethical point of view, added to the fact that it does not in effect create that much more legal certainty, means that it is not an ideal candidate for a good solution.

**Abolishing medical indication patents**

Another option could be to abolish medical indication patents altogether. A rationale for doing so could be that the travaux préparatoires tell us that allowing patents for medical indications was not a "love at first sight" situation in any case, and there is evidence that, as from the very early days, there was a concern that it might affect the activities of the clinician in a negative manner.

Secondly, not only is there a historical reason to do so, the problems which medical indication patents presently cause to a variety of players in the medical care chain could also be seen as a good reason to do away with medical indication claims.

Thirdly, since the EC pharmaceutical inquiry, there seems to be at least some anecdotal evidence that medical indication claims are used as an evergreening tool, i.e. a tool to extend in a number of ways patent protection for a molecule that is no longer patent protected as such.

However, for a multiplicity of reasons this is quite unlikely to become reality at least in the short to mid term. The pharmaceutical industry has striven for many years to obtain this form of protection, and it is unlikely that a legislature would have the courage to do away with it. This is even less likely in the context of current trends in personalised medicine, where the relevance and importance of medical indication research and patents seem to grow exponentially. In other words, the era of personalised medicine has made medical indication patents one of the most attractive forms of patent protection, which means that it is highly unlikely that the pharmaceutical industry (including the biotechnology industry) will not do whatever it can do to preserve this form of patent protection.

I am also not convinced that this would be an optimal solution. There are plenty of examples where further medical indication patents have proven to be quite important innovations which benefited healthcare (think of patients who could previously not be effectively treated for their condition and find themselves after many years of research into the various possibilities suddenly in a situation where a drug that was not originally designed for treating their condition has now become available for treating it).
Furthermore, there are also quite a few medical indication patents which do not even remotely interfere with the clinician’s activities, if not most of them. It does not seem to be good policy to abolish a system that seems to be largely in conformity with other principles and exceptions to patent law. Abolishing medical indication patents would then become a throwing away the baby with the bathwater scenario.

A means to avoid the baby and bathwater scenario could be to redefine what is a patentable medical indication patent. That would be a formidable task indeed. It would need to require some careful thought on what can and what cannot be patentable. If protection of health and the activities of the clinician were to take the forefront, it could be argued that the dividing line should be the extent to which the medical indication patent interferes with the activities of the clinician. If it does not, then it would be patentable; if it does, it would not be patentable. But that is also a very difficult line to draw. For instance, does the prescription of a patented dosage regime affect the clinician? At first glance the answer is negative. The patent for a dosage regime aims to protect the medicament for the use in that specific dosage, and not the prescribing behaviour of the clinician. That is only partly true, however. As we have seen in our contribution in the previous issue of this Journal, the mere fact of prescribing the patented dosage could trigger an infringement liability for the clinician. In other words, many medical indication patents could potentially trigger a liability risk for the clinician. However, one should also not overrate the protection offered by the exclusion from patentability of medical treatment methods. The aim of that provision is not and has never been that a clinician should never be liable for patent infringement. That is also why "reconfiguring" medical indication claims or abolishing them altogether as they may present infringement risks for clinicians is as such not a sound policy decision.

That would leave the legislature with the evaluation of the opportunity cost of abolishing them anyway. Apart from the aforementioned legalistic objections, what would be the benefits and drawbacks of abolishing medical indication patents? That brings us back to the historical overview. The reason for having medical indication patents is often claimed to be to stimulate investment and innovation in the search for new treatments. In the absence of patent protection, that innovation would be lacking. This argument is very difficult to verify, and it brings us back to the fundamental rationale of the patent system in the first place. It would lead us too far to go into the details of the various economic and other rationales of the patent system. Suffice to say here that in a world of personalised medicine, where it is effectively the case that treatments quite often reside in further medical indications of various formats (a new medical condition which can be treated with an existing drug, a new group of patients that has been identified which would benefit from treatment with an existing drug, the development of a specific dosage or administration regime for specific patients who would otherwise not benefit from the treatment, etc.), it is not an easy decision for a legislature to stand firm and say that there will be no patent protection for those treatments, creating the risk that research into these further treatments will come to a standstill, which could have not unimportant consequences in an era of personalised medicine.

And that brings me back to the point that I think the most important thing that needs to be done is to introduce a therapeutic freedom exception into the patent system. That would for a legislature at least "buy" the comfort that clinicians’ activities are not jeopardised, even in the existence of patents.

Dr Sven J.R. Bostyn, LLM
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